Professional Directing Experiences
With Serenbe Playhouse Academy

1  The Residency: Original Script

The Program: Serenbe Playhouse Academy will bring in a resident playwright to adapt a public domain story and create an original work for performance, professionally directed by Serenbe Playhouse Academy's directing team.

Time Frame: 4 week rehearsal process, with four 3-hour rehearsals per week.

Provided by Client: Costume, set, props, lights, performance and rehearsal space

Capacity: 60 person cast & crew

Costs: $4,000 Flat Rate

Add-Ons:

Serenbe on-site Performance Package: Additional $100 per week. Provides rehearsal and performance space at the Serenbe Community.

Tech Package: Additional $3000 for Playhouse provided set, costumes, lighting and prop design and execution.

2  The Residency: Existing Script

The Program: Serenbe Playhouse Academy’s professional directing team will direct a production of your program’s selecting.

Time Frame: 4 week rehearsal process, with four 3-hour rehearsals per week.

Provided by Client: Script performance rights, costume, set, props, lights, performance and rehearsal space

Capacity: 60 person cast & crew

Costs: $3,000 Flat Rate

Add-Ons:

Serenbe on-site Performance Package: Additional $100 per week. Provides rehearsal and performance space at the Serenbe Community.

Tech Package: Additional $3000 for Playhouse provided set, costumes, lighting and prop design and execution.
3 The Professional Rehearsal

The Program: Professional actor and director and Serenbe Playhouse's Director of Education, Jennifer Acker, assists in cleaning staging and blocking while directing a rehearsal of your group's production. This rehearsal will include stop/start coaching for cleaning blocking and character adjustments, a note session for the actors, and mini internal masterclasses in techniques such as vocal projection and diction, staging strategies and character development.

Time Frame: 2-6 hour rehearsals, max booking 1 rehearsal every 2 weeks.

Provided by Client: The actors prepared to perform, space provision optional. Actors are to come wearing movement clothing. Actors are to bring their own water and notebooks and pens for notes.

Capacity: 20 person cast & crew

Costs: $250 for first 2 hours, $50 for each additional hour. Special rates apply for groups of over 20.

Add-Ons:

Special Skill Workshop: Flat-rate $100/special skill per rehearsal, a theatre professional specialist will come in for an added hour of rehearsal to provide your group with added insight and technique in a specialty theatrical field. Current skillshops available: Stage Combat, Stage Makeup, Puppetry and Technical Theatre.

4 The Directing Masterclass

The Program: A Serenbe Playhouse Academy directing professional will lead a 30 minute masterclass in the basics of strong staging and acting strategies, watch your group's performance and give a 30 minute notes session to the actors afterwards.

Time Frame: A 2-4 hour rehearsal, max booking 1 rehearsal every 2 weeks.

Provided by Client: The actors prepared to perform, space provision optional. Actors are to come wearing movement clothing. Actors are to bring their own water and notebooks and pens for notes.

Capacity: 40 person cast & crew

Costs: $150 for the first 2 hours, $25 for each additional hour.

Add-Ons:

Special Skill Workshop: Flat-rate $100/special skill per rehearsal, a theatre professional specialist will come in for an added hour of rehearsal to provide your group with added insight and technique in a specialty theatrical field. Current skillshops available: Stage Combat, Stage Makeup, Puppetry and Technical Theatre.

If booking more than one Professional Rehearsal or Directing Masterclass, Receive 10% off total pricing!